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Some successes and limitations of three spectral

methods for identifying crystal structures of f-

element compounds are discussed and summarized.

1. Introduction

Structural information is crucial to the study and under-

standing of the basic chemical properties of the f elements. X-

ray diffraction (XRD) techniques are usually used to obtain

crystal structure information. However, the transuranium (5f)

elements, because of their radioactivity and limited

availability, present problems for standard XRD analysis. For

some time now we have been developing and using various

spectroscopic probes of crystal structure; an overview of our

research in this area is presented here.

2. Experimental Section

Our microchemical techniques for the preparation of halide and

oxyhalide compounds [1] and descriptions of our spectrophotometers

used for absorption[1], Raman[2], and luminescence[2] spectral

studies have been published.

3. Results and Discussion

Identifying the crystal structure of an f-element compound on

the basis of its absorption spectrum is now rather routine in our

laboratory. Spectral-structural correlations in our data base

have been further extended by doping Cf3* ions into lanthanide

host matrices exhibiting a variety of crystal structures. This



spectral-structural correlation stems from the effect of crystal

field splitting on the free ion energy levels of Cf3*.

From our phonon Raraan work, we can often identify the crystal

structure exhibited by an f-element compound. This correlation

results from the fact that Raman spectra of crystalline materials

having the same crystal structure exhibit a characteristic band

pattern but with shifts in frequency according to the masses of

the atoms undergoing vibration. A compilation of these Raman

"fingerprints11 for the common oxide, halide, and oxyhalide

compounds of the f elements has been recently published[3].

More recently we have extended these structural

identifications to include luminescence spectroscopic analysis

of f-element compounds or of a luminescent probe ion (e.g., Eu3+)

doped into an f-element compound. Such emissions are relatively

easy to excite with appropriate laser illumination, are more

intense than Raman scattering, and are strongly dependent upon

the local site symmetry of the luminescing ion.

These spectral probes of crystal structure also have useful

applications to the study of f-element compounds under varying

conditions of temperature and pressure[4].

4. Conclusions

Each of these spectral probes of crystal structure has its

specific advantages and disadvantages; however, all are

potentially applicable to the structural characterization of f-

element compounds and can provide data for interpretation faster

and more reliably than the commonly used XRD method.
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